
Reading Activities 

Common Exception Words 

Last week we sent you some ideas for reading and spelling common exception words. We 

suggested choosing a group of words that you would focus on that week. This week can you 

choose another group of words to focus on and practise these using the ideas we sent 

out last week – if you think of any other exciting ways to help you to remember how to read 

or spell them, let us know!  

The Sunflower Lifecycle 

Last week you had some reading activities based on Fairy Tales. This week, we have some 

non-fiction information for you to read about sunflowers.  

Can you read the fact sheet on the sunflower lifecycle and answer the questions below about 

what you have read?  

You can write your answers in your notebooks.  

 

 

Questions 

1. How many different types of sunflower are there? 

2. What colours can sunflowers be? 

3. How tall was the tallest sunflower ever grown? 

4. Why is the sunflower seed planted in spring? 

5. What grows above ground and underground during the second stage? 

6. What happens when does the bud form? 

7. How long does it take for the sunflower to be fully grown? 

8. In the fourth stage, the sunflower petals wilt. What does this mean? 

9. What happens just before the plant completely dies? 

10. What other information did you learn about sunflowers? 

 



Sunflower Plant Lifecycle 

Sunflowers are a type of flowering plant. They originally came from North America. There 

are around 60 different types of sunflower! They can be yellow, dark red and orange. Two 

types of sunflower are the ‘American Giant’ and the ‘Big Smile’. The tallest sunflower to be 

recorded was over 9 metres tall and was grown in Germany.  

 

What happens in the first stage? 

During the first stage of the sunflower life cycle, the seed is 

planted in soil or compost in spring when it is warmer. The seeds are 

black and white striped or just black. The seeds have a hard shell 

that helps to protect the seed. Next, the roots begin to grow 1-2 

weeks after planting.  

 

What happens in the second stage? 

During the second stage, a seedling grows above ground and a few 

leaves appear on the stem of the plant. Underground, the roots keep 

growing to keep the sunflower planted in the ground.  

 

 

 

What happens in the third stage?  

During the third stage, the plant grows taller and stronger, facing 

towards the sun. After 30 days, the bud forms. Then the flower 

head opens and after 90 days, the sunflower will be fully grown! 

 

 

 

What happens during the fourth stage? 

At the end of the summer, the flower petals will start to wilt. This 

is the final stage of the life cycle when the plant dies. The seeds 

start to fall from the flower head onto the ground. There can be up 

to 2000 seeds! Some of the seeds stay on the ground and the 

lifecycle of the new sunflower starts again! 

 


